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A novel discrete variable representation (DVR) is introduced for use as the L 2 basis of the Smatrix version of the Kohn variational method [Zhang, Chu, and Miller, J. Chem. Phys. 88,
6233 (1988)] for quantum reactive scattering. (It can also be readily used for quantum
eigenvalue problems.) The primary novel feature is that this DVR gives an extremely simple
kinetic energy matrix (the potential energy matrix is diagonal, as in all DVRs) which is in a
sense "universal," i.e., independent of any explicit reference to an underlying set of basis
functions; it can, in fact, be derived as an infinite limit using different basis functions. An
energy truncation procedure allows the DVR grid points to be adapted naturally to the shape
of any given potential energy surface. Application to the benchmark collinear
H + H2 ..... H2 + H reaction shows that convergence in the reaction probabilities is achieved
with only about 15% more DVR grid points than the number of conventional basis functions
used in previous S-matrix Kohn calculations. Test calculations for the collinear
CI + HCI ..... ClH + CI reaction shows that the unusual dynamical features of heavy + lightheavy reactions are also well described by this approach. Since DVR approaches avoid having
to evaluate integrals in order to obtain the Hamiltonian matrix and since a DVR Hamiltonian
matrix is extremely sparse, this DVR version of the S-matrix Kohn approach should make it
possible to deal with more complex chemical reactions than heretofore possible.

I. INTRODUCTION

The last three to four years have seen a "great leap forward" in the ability to carry out accurate quantum mechanical reactive scattering calculations for simple chemical reactions,I.2 the beginnings of an "ab initio quantum chemistry"
for chemical reactions. Some of this progress has been due
simply to enhanced computational power (and access to it
by academic researchers), but there have also been significant methodological advances. The work here at Berkeley
has been based primarily on the S-matrix version of the
Kohn variational principle,3 for once it was realized that this
version of the Kohn method is free of the anomalous singularities that have plagued other versions of it in the past,4
scattering calculations (even reactive scattering) are reduced to very standard quantum mechanical procedures,
i.e., choosing appropriate basis functions, computing matrix
elements of the Hamiltonian, and performing a linear algebra calculation.
Essentially all applications to date have been to the simplest chemical reactions, atom plus diatomic molecule
(A + BC ..... AB + C). Complete cross sections (both differential as well as integral) have been calculated for the
H + H/ andF + H/(b).6 reactions (andtheirisotopicvariants) and reaction probabilities for J = 0 (zero total angular momentum of the complete ABC system) have been calculated for a number of other reactions. 7 The S-matrix
Kohn approach has also been applied very fruitfully to electron-molecule scattering, 8 producing the most impressive
such calculations to date in that field.
The work in this paper is motivated by the desire to go
beyond A + Be reactions, e.g., to four-atom reactions

(AB + CD ..... AC + BD, etc.) in their full dimensionality.
This is a formidable undertaking to contemplate even for
J = O-a four-atom system involves six degrees of freedom
(compared to three degrees offreedom for a three-atom system withJ = 0). This means that computation of the matrix
elements of the Hamiltonian will require six-dimensional
numerical quadrature and also that the linear algebra part of
the Kohn calculation (i.e., solution of a set of simultaneous
linear equations M·x = a for x = M - I·a ) will be much larger than for the three-atom case. For example, if one needs an
average of ten basis functions per degree of freedom, the
typical four-atom system will involve a Hamiltonian matrix
that is 106X 106, compared to 103X 103 for a three-atom system with J = O. Of course not all of the degrees of freedom
may be strongly coupled, so that fewer basis functions may
be required for some degrees of freedom and a number of
contraction schemes9 will undoubtedly be helpful in reducing the size of the basis set, but the above simpleminded
analysis is a fairly realistic indicator of the challenge. (There
is also a large menu of approximate models 10 that reduce a
complex system to one oflower dimensionality and these are
often useful in specific applications, but our focus here is on
completely rigorous quantum calculations.)
We believe that both of the difficulties noted aboveintegral evaluation and solution of the linear algebra problem-can be effectively overcome by use of a discrete variable representation (DVR) for the L 2 (square integrable)
basis set in the Kohn method. DVR methods have been pioneered in recent years by Light and co-workers9 (a).11
(though the origins go back much farther 12 ) for use in vibrational eigenvalue calculations, Peet and Yang 13 have made
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similar applications of the related collocation method, and
Friesner and colleagues 14 have developed and utilized similar methods for the electronic Schr6dinger equation. The
DVR is a grid-point representation and it solves the problem
ofintegral evaluation because there are no integrals to evaluate. It also helps solve the linear algebra problem because the
Hamiltonian matrix is extremely sparse-the matrix of the
potential energy is diagonaland that of the kinetic energy is a
sum of one-dimensional matrices-which means that Lanczos-type (iterative) linear algebra methods 2(c).15 can deal
efficiently with extremely large systems. More on this in Sec.
II.

Peet et al.11> have shown previously that DVR and collocation methods can in principle be used efficiently in S-matrix Kohn variational calculations, but this previous work
was not readily generalizable to reactive scattering. The primary purpose of the present paper is thus to present a DVR
methodology that does deal with reactive scattering and efficiently so. The specific DVR we have devised also has a
particularly simple and generic or universal character; it involves only the grid points themselves, with no explicit reference to an underlying basis set, both for the construction of
the Hamiltonian matrix and its subsequent use in the Kohn
scattering calculation. We believe that this particular DVR
and the adaptive nature of the energy cut-off scheme discussed below [in relation to Eq. (2.8)] should also be of use
for quantum eigenvalue calculations.
Section II first describes the particular DVR scheme
that we use; it is not only extremely simple, but quite an
efficient basis. It is then shown in Sec. III how this DVR is
utilized in the S-matrix Kohn method for reactive scattering
and numerical examples to illustrate it are presented in Sec.
IV. For the benchmark H + Hz -> H2 + H reaction, e.g., it is
seen that the number ofDVR grid points needed to achieve a
given degree of convergence is approximately the same as the
number of conventional basis functions used in previous Smatrix Kohn calculations.
II. DISCRETE VARIABLE REPRESENTATION (DVR)
WITH A UNIFORM GRID/FOURIER BASIS

We seek as generic and universal a DVR scheme as possible in order to be able to apply it as a "black box" procedure
for complex problems. To this end, our thinking has been
influenced by the many applications of "wave packet propagation on a grid" by Fourier transform methods, stimulated
primarily by the work of Kosloff and co-workers. 17 This has
led us to choose a uniform (i.e., equally spaced) grid in the
coordinates, for which the corresponding basis set is a Fourier basis. All the DVR transformations II can be carried out
completely analytically in this case and the novel aspect of
our approach is that we then take the infinite order limit.
Appendix A carries out this calculation and here we summarize the results. A particularly appealing feature is that the
DVR kinetic energy matrix so obtained is not only extremely
simple, but also universal, i.e., independent of the specific
basis used to derive it.
We first discuss this for the case of one dimension and
show some illustrative examples and then show how it generalizes for multidimensions and non-Cartesian coordinates.

1983

A. One Cartesian dimension

For one Cartesian dimension, - 00 < x < 00, Appendix
A shows that the DVR, i.e., grid point representation of the
kinetic energy is [cf. Eq. (A7)]
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2
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(2.1 )

the only parameter involved being the grid spacing Ax, or
the "energy quantum of the grid" fz2/(2mAx 2). The potential energy is, as usual, II diagonal
(2.2a)

Vii' = 0;;, V(x i )

and the grid points {Xi} are uniformly spaced

i = 0, ± 1, ± 2,... .

Xi = iAx,

(2.2b)

One can also view Eq. (2.1) as an infinite order finite
difference approximation for the second derivative; see Appendix B. Recall, e.g., the simple three-point finite difference
approximation for a second derivative

f"(xo)~

_ _1_ [2f(xo) -f(x l
AX2

)

-f(X_I)]'

(2.3a)

or more generally the (2N + 1)-order expression

-~

j"(xo ) =

Ax

f

A,J(x n );

(2.3b)

n=-N

the three-point and five-point approximations, e.g., have
Ao = 2, A ± I = - 1, and Ao = 5/2, A ± I = - 4/3,
A ± z = 1/12, respectively. Appendix B shows that the infinite order finite difference result is the same as that implied
by Eq. (2.1), i.e., Ao=rr/3, A±n=2(-1)n/n2 , for
n = 1,2, .... Table I lists these coefficients {An} for several
low order finite difference cases, compared to the infinite
order result, to show how the N -> 00 limit is approached.
The grid representation of the kinetic energy in Eq. (2.1) is
thus a property of the grid itself and not tied to any specific
underlying basis set.

TABLE I. Coefficients {A,,} ofEq. (2.3b) for the finite difference approximation to a second derivative. 2N + 1 is the number of points and
A _ I f =A".

2N+ 1
n
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

3
2.000
- 1.000
0

5
2.500
- 1.333
0.083
0

7
2.722
- 1.667
0.150
- 0.011
0

00

3.290
- 2.000
0.500
- 0.222
0.125
-0.080
0.056
- 0.041
0.031
- 0.025
0.020
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B. Simple test

It is useful to have some indication of how many grid
points are necessary for this DVR to provide an accurate
description a quantum system. This will be explored for reactive scattering in Sec. IV, but it is perhaps helpful here to
test it on a simple one-dimensional eigenvalue problem, the
harmonic oscillator. (We have carried out similar calculations for the Morse potential and the conclusions are essentially identical.) In units with It = m = ill = 1, the DVR
Hamiltonian matrix is thus
_

, , {ffl/3'2

(_1)(/-i)

H ii, - ! : : . x 2
2

( I. - I")2 '

I

=

"} +8 ..,......:...
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X

II

2

2

(2.4)
One potential concern about the infinite order DVR kinetic
energy matrix [Eq. (2.1)] is that it does indeed correspond
to an infinite grid and the decay of the matrix elements away
from the diagonal is relatively slow, (i - i') - 2. Any real
calculation must of course be made with finite matrices, i.e.,
a finite number of grid points. Our strategy is to use the
infinite order expression (2.1), but simply to delete grid
points, where the wave function is negligibly small, e.g., in
energetically inaccessible regions. This forces the wave function to vanish at points not included in the grid and thus
corresponds to placing the wave function in a box whose
dimensions are determined by the grid points retained. A
simple way to accomplish this is to introduce an energy cutoff Vc for the potential energy and to discard grid points {Xi}
for which
(2.5)
i.e., where the wave function for states with energies sufficiently below Vc will be negligibly small. Light et aU(a),11
have used this idea previously in a variety of truncation and
contraction methods employing DVRs. Convergence of the
calculation can be checked by increasing the energy cutoff.
The correct eigenvalues for the present harmonic oscillator example are En = n + 1/2. Figures I and 2 show the
fractional error (EapproximatelEexact - 1) that results from
diagonalizing the DVR Hamiltonian [Eq. (2.4) ] for various
quantum states n as a function of the grid spacing !::.x (Fig.
1) and the cut-off energy Vc (Fig. 2). Figure 1 shows that a
smaller grid spacing is necessary to achieve a given level of
accuracy the higher the quantum state; this is expected because higher states have shorter de Broglie wavelengths. The
number ofgrid points per de Broglie wavelength, however, is
approximately the same for all states; e.g., - three to four
grid points per de Broglie wavelength achieves a relative accuracy of -10 - 4_10 - 5. Figure 2 shows that a higher energy
cutoff is required to achieve a given level of accuracy the
higher the state, also an 'expected result. To achieve 10 - 3
relative accuracy (i.e., 0.1 %), e.g., requires an energy cutoff
approximately 2.5 (in units of ftlU) above the energy level of
interest.
Since the total interval spanned with an energy cutoff Vc
is 2~2 Vc ' the total number of grid points N for given values
of !::.x and Vc is

1.0

0.5

2.0

1.5

2.5

lJ.x
FIG. 1. The fractional error (EDVRIEexa<t - I) given by diagonalizing the
DVR Hamiltonian for the harmonic oscillator [Eq. (2.4) 1 as a function of
the grid spacing !ix. The lowest curve is for the state n = 0 and the successive higher ones are for states n = 2,4,6, 8. (Odd states fall in between the
even ones and are omitted for clarity. )

N=

2..f5Y:I !::.x.

From Figs. 1 and 2, one can then deduce that the total number of grid points needed to achieve 0.1 % relative accuracy
( 10 - 3), e.g., is N = 5, 10, and 15 for quantum states n = 0,
4, and 8, respectively.
C. Multidimensional generalization

The multidimensional generalization of a DVR is
straightforward. II For three Cartesian degrees of freedom
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FIG. 2. The fractional error for the DVR harmonic oscillator, as in Fig. 1, as
a function of the energy cut-off parameter Vc' The lowest curve is for state
n = 0 and successive higher ones for n = 2, 4, 6, 8.
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(X,y,Z), e.g., the Hamiltonian matrix is

+ Tjj.D;;.D"k·
+ T"" •Dii' 0jj' + 0ii'0jj.Okk' V(xj'Yj,Zk),

Bijk,i'lk' = Tii'Djj.D"".

(2.6)

where for the present DVR, the three one-dimensional kinetic energy matrices are all of the form of Eq. (2.1). If the
masses m x ' my, and m z are different for the three degrees of
freedom, one chooses the three grid spacings in a massweighted fashion, i.e., so that m x Ax2 = myAy2 = mzM.
Not only is this Hamiltonian matrix extremely simple to
construct (i.e., no integrals are involved and there is no reference to any specific underlying DVR basis functions), but
the linear algebra problem is greatly simplified because the
H matrix is so sparse, as it is for all DVRs.ll All of the
iterative, Lanczos-type methods 2 (C).15 for large linear algebra calculations have as their rate limiting step the multiplication of the Hamiltonian matrix H into a vector H·v, which
is in general an N 2 operation where N is the dimension of the
H matrix. For the case ofl degrees of freedom [e.g.,f = 3 in
Eq. (2.6)], one has N = nf, where n is the number of grid
points per degree offreedom. Because of the simple structure
of the Hamiltonian matrix ofEq. (2.6), however, one sees
that the calculation of H·v requires many fewer operations
(i.e., multiplications) than N 2 = n 2f-multiplication ofthe
potential energy matrix V into a vector v requires only
N = n'multiplications (because V is diagonal) and it is not
hard to conclude that multiplication by the kinetic energy
matrix requires I' n' N = In' + 1 multiplications. Multiplication by the kinetic energy matrix is thus the limiting step, but
since N = n' and thus I = InN !Inn, the number of multiplications required for the kinetic energy is

(n!1n n)Nln NaANln N,

is very limiting. That is, often one likes to choose more complicated coordinates that approximately follow the shape of
the potential energy surface and then lay down a grid in these
coordinates. While this might in fact produce a more efficient set of points, it is highly system dependent (i.e., not
"generic") and much of the benefit of this is actually accomplished by using the energy cut-off procedure discussed in
the paragraph before Eq. (2.5). One thus imagines first laying down an infinite three-dimensional grid in x,y, and z for
Eq. (2.6), but then proceeds to discard all points (xj'Yj,Zk)
at which the potential energy is larger than some cut-off
value Vc '
V(Xj'Yjh)

== Vijk > Vc'

(2.8)

As discussed with regard to Eq. (2.5), this corresponds to
setting the wave function to zero at all points that are in
classically inaccessible regions for all states with energies
<Vc' Furthermore, this procedure generates a nondirect
product grid that is automatically adapted to the shape of the
potential energy surface and it can be systematically tested
for convergence simply by increasing the energy cutoff Vc'
Finally, we note that it is also possible to use a modified
version of this DVR scheme with curvilinear coordinates.
For the case of a particle in three dimensions, e.g., the Hamiltonian operator in spherical coordinates (r,f),r/J) is
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B = - 2m -; ar r -
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_2 •
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2mr Jf) 2
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f) A..)
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•

If'

Since the volume element is dr df) dr/J rsin f) and
2

.
-a - + cot (J - a
= (sm (J) -

(2.7)

for n = 10. For N = 106 , (e.g., a four-atom system with
J = O,f = 6, with n = 10), Eq. (2.7) gives 60X 106 multiplications (1 s on a 60 megaflop computer) compared to
N 2 = 10 12 multiplications if the H matrix were full.
It might appear that the direct product grid in Eq. (2.6)

1985

af)2

Jf)

a2
112 - af)2

sin f)
+ 14+sm
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'
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•
(sm

(J)

1/2

2

2

(2.10)

a typical matrix element ofH between basis functions has the
form

I

(2.11 )

I
The transformation matrix II from basis function space to
grid point space is thus
Uijk,).

= ~ ArAf)Ar/Jri~sin f)j.XA (rAr/Jk)

(2.12)

r/J degrees offreedom are given in Appendix A [Eqs. (A8),
(A9), and (A12)]. Even with non-Cartesian coordinates,
therefore, all the important simplicities of a DVR Hamiltonian remain.

and the DVR of H is
III. DVR FOR THE S-MATRIX VERSION OF THE KOHN
VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLE

We first summarize the basic formulas of the S-matrix
Kohn method 3 (d) for the case of a collinear
A + BC--AB + C reaction; from previous work,S(a)-S(c) it
is clear how the expressions generalize. The S matrix for the
yn -- r' n' transition (y = arrangement index, y = a for
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A + BC and c for AB + C, and n is the diatom vibrational
state) is

{s y'n',yn }==S =..!...fz (B where matrices {B 1""n

.yn

CT·B* -1·C)

} and {CY "n

.yn

} are given by
(3.Ib)
(3.Ic)

All matrices Mare matrix elements of (H - E), Hbeing the
total Hamiltonian and E the total energy. Moo and MlO
are "free-free" matrices
(3.2a)
(Moo)Y'n'.yn = (<I>Y'n,IH-EI<I>yn),

=

(3.2b)

(<I>;'n,IH-EI<I>yn),

where <l>yn (ry,Ry) is a "free" function whose asymptotic
(R y -+ 00 ) form is
,/,y (
- 112
(3.2c)
<I> yn ( ry,R)
y ~'I'n
ry ) e - ikynRyUyn
'
cp~

is the vibrational eigenfunction for state n of arrangement
rand Uyn ==fzkynlpy is the translational velocity for channel
rn. [Note that wave functions in the bra symbol (I of Mmatrix elements are not complex conjugated unless it is indicated explicitly, e.g., in Eq. (3.2b).] M is a matrix of
(H - E) between an L 2 (square integrable) basis
{X" (r,R)} that spans the interaction region
(M)",."

=

(3.5)

(3.1a)

'

B=Moo -Mr·M-I.Mo ,
C=M lO -~T·M-I·Mo.

(MlO)Y'n'.yn

cient. Mo is a rectangular basis of bound-free matrix elements

(X",IH-Elx,,).

(3.3)

In most work to date,5 we have chosen the L 2 basis to be a
direct product of channel eigenfunctions {cpn and a translational basis of distributed Gaussians
(3.4 )
so that A. == rnt, but we have noted several times 1 (b).5(c) that
any L 2 basis that spans the interaction region is suffi-

The essential task in the Kohn calculation is thus to compute
thevariousmatrixelementsof(H - E) in Eqs. (3.2), (3.3),
and (3.5), and then to solve the simultaneous linear equations M·X = Mo to obtain X==M -1.Mo '
We now choose the L 2 basis to be a two-dimensional
(for this collinear A + BC system) DVR of the type discussed in Sec. II. There is the question of which coordinate
system should be used to define the grid and we have made
the simplest choice we can imagine, namely a Cartesian grid
in the normal modes of the transition state (see Fig. 3). We
have in fact learned how to define a DVR in terms of the
Jacobi coordinates of both arrangements 18 -analogous to
the basis sets [Eq. (3.4)] that we have used previously5but the disadvantage of this is that the kinetic energy matrix
would then be a full, nonsparse matrix. To retain the advantages of a sparse kinetic energy matrix, therefore, we choose
the DVR for the L 2 basis in terms of one set of coordinates.
(Hyperspherical coordinates are another set that could be
used in this way to define the L 2 grid.) Again, our strategy is
to lay down the DVR grid in very simple coordinates-so
that the kinetic energy matrix will be simple and sparseand then to adapt the grid to the shape of the specific potential energy surface by discarding points through the energy
cut-off criteria ofEq. (2.8).
If {xJ and {y) denote the grid in the two Cartesian
coordinates, then the L 2 matrix M is
(M) ij,i'j' = Hij.;'j' - EO;;,0jj'

= T;i,Ojj'

+

TjjAi'

+ O;;,0jj' [ V(x;,y)

- E ],
(3.6)

7.8.....-----......- - MINIMUM

-0.00

6
FIG. 3. The contour plot of the LSTH
potential energy surface for the
H + H2 -+ H2 + H reaction in massweighted Jacobi coordinates. The points
indicate the DVR grid in mass-weighted
normal coordinates (x,y) of the transition state. The larger grid (the smaller
points, which also line underneath the
larger points) results from cut-off parameters Vc = 4 eV and R ma , = 8 ao
and the smaller grid (the larger points)
is the one obtained with Vc = 2 eV and
Rmax = 6 ao •

~r
4.1

2.3
MAXIMUM
4.50

0.431~.5~---~3.~6----5~.8~---"'7.~9----.J1O

R
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TABLE II. Converged reaction probabilities for collinear
H + Hl (v) -H, (v') + H at total energy E = 0.9678 eV for the LSTH potential surface.
v-v'
()...{)

0--1
1-1

0.10

M

Plo'_I'

1987

0.05

0

M
M
Ql

-

0.611 53
0.23613
0.42200

cd
~

0.00

~-

0
.....
....,

-

C)

cd

.....M

-0.05

where the two one-dimensional kinetic energy matrices are
of the form given by Eq. (2.1 ). The bound-free matrix Mo is
<Mo)ij.rn =~Ll.xAY(XiYjIH-EI<I>rn);

-0.10

(3.7)

Le., one lets (H - E) operate on the free function
<l>yn (rr,R ) and then evaluates this at the coordinates
r
(x;.y,). Thus no integrals are required to obtain M and Mo
in Eqs. (3.1), but the free-free matrix elements Moo and
M 10 -matrices that are the size of the number of open channels-are at present still evaluated by separate numerical
quadrature.

3.5

4.5

4.0

5.0

nB

(a)

0.10

M

0

IV. TEST CALCULATIONS FOR SOME COLLINEAR
REACTIONS

A.H+H 2
An obvious choice for the first test of the DVR S-matrix
Kahn methodology described in Sec. III is the collinear
H + H2 -+ H2 + H reaction. Figure 3 shows a contour plot
of the LSTH potential surface in mass-weighted coordinates.
As described in Sec. III, a direct product grid is first laid
down in the normal mode coordinates (x,y) of the transition
state and the grid is then truncated by the energy cut-off
criterion [the two-dimensional version ofEq. (2.8)]. The
grid, the L 2 basis of the S-matrix Kohn approach, is also
truncated at a value R max , the translational coordinate in the
reactant and product valleys.
Figure 3 shows the grid so obtained for two choices of
the parameters Vc and Rmax; the larger grid (denoted by the
smaller points) is obtained with Vc = 4 eV and Rmax = 8 ao
and the smaller grid (denoted by the larger points) with the
values Vc = 2 eV and Rmax = 6 ao. The larger grid gives
extremely well-converged results, while the smaller grid is
the smallest one which gives the reaction probabilities accurate to a few percent.
The S-matrix Kohn calculation was carried out at a variety of total energies E and the convergence properties were
essentially the same at all energies. We thus show the various
convergence characteristics for a representative value
E = 0.9678 eV, for which two vibrational states of Hz are
energetically open channels (in each arrangement). Table II
gives the converged reaction probabilities for this energy.
Figure 4 shows the relative error in the three reaction probabilities (0-+0,0-+ 1 = 1-+0 and 1-+ 1) as a function of (a)
n B the number of grid points per de Broglie wavelength; (b)
the energy cutoff Vc; and (c) the asymptotic translational
cutoff Rmax. n B the number of grid points per de Broglie
wavelength is defined as
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FIG. 4. Convergence of the reaction probabilities (solid line 0-0, long
dashed line 0 - 1, and short dashed line I - 1) for the collinear reaction
H + H2 (v) -H 2 (v') + H at a typical energy E = 0.9678 eV as a function
of (a) no the number of grid points per de Broglie wavelength [Eq. (4.1»);
(b) the energy cutoff Vc; and (c) the channel radius cutoff Rmax .
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0.02

(4.1 )
where kx = ~2mxE /'If and ky = ~2myE /fz2; i.e., !u and
ily are chosen to be the same in mass-weighted coordinates.
Figure 4 shows that convergence to a relative accuracy
of ~1% is achieved with nB~3.8, Vc~3.5 eV, and
Rmax ~ 5.5 ao. This corresponds to a total of221 grid points,
which is only - 15% more than the number of conventional
basis functions (e.g., - 24 translational functions X four vibrational functionsXtwo arrangements = 192) needed to
achieve this level of convergence. This is clearly an extremely encouraging result, namely that the number of grid points
required is not much larger than the number of basis functions. Were this to be true in general, the DVR procedure
would clearly be the preferable way to go because it eliminates integral evaluation and because the DVR Hamiltonian
matrix is so sparse and simple to construct.
For this simple test, the free wave functions [Eq. (3.2)]
were an undistorted incoming wave exp( - ikR) (multiplied 3 (d) by a smooth cut-off function to regularize it at
R ..... 0), but it has been noted beforeS(c) that the L 2basis can
be reduced by using distorted free waves. Within the present
methodology, this would allow one to use a smaller value of
the parameter R max ' thus reducing the size of the DVR grid
for the L 2 space. This will clearly be a useful thing to do for
challenging applications.
B.CI+HCI

Heavy + light-heavy reactions have very unusual dynamical features because of the mass disparities. Specifically, the dynamics tends to violate the assumptions of transition state theory quite strongly because the H atom hops
back and forth between the CI atoms several times during a
reactive collision. It is thus of interest to see how well the
present DVR version of the S-matrix Kohn method can describe this kind of dynamics.
We th us consider the prototype of this class of reactions
CI + HCI ..... ClH + CI using the same LEPS potential energy surface as Bondi et al. 19 in their quantum, semiclassical,
and classical studies. Figure 5 shows the potential energy
surface for the CI + HCI reaction in mass-weighted coordinates with a typical DVR grid spacing superimposed on it.
Results given by the present DVR S-matrix Kohn calculation are shown in Fig. 6 for the 0 ..... 0 reaction probability as a
function of energy, up to a value slightly above the v = 1
channel ofHCl. Agreement with the results of Bondi et al. is
excellent.
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FIG. 7. Convergence of the 0-0 and reaction probability for the
Cl + HCI-CIH + Cl reaction at energy E= 0.375 eV as a function of n B
the number of grid points per de Broglie wavelength [as in Fig. 4(a) for the
H + Hz reaction].

Figure 7 shows the convergence of the 0 ..... 0 reaction
probability at total energy E = 0.375 eV as a function of the
number of grid points per de Broglie wavelength, i.e., n B of
Eq. (4.1). As for the H + H2 reaction [cf., Fig. 4 (a) ], one
sees that convergence is achieved with n B ~4.5. It is very
encouraging to see that convergence with respect to this "dimensionless grid spacing" is approximately the same for the
very disparate examples treated in the paper.
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FIG. 5. The contour plot of the LEPS potential energy surface of Ref. 19 for
the CI + HCI-CIH + Cl reaction in mass-weighted Jacobi coordinates.
The points indicate a typical DVR grid.
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FIG. 6. Reaction probability calculated for the Cl + HCl(v = 0)
- ClH (v' = 0) + Cl collinear reaction as a function of energy E.
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V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The primary purpose of this paper has been to show that
a set of grid points, i.e., a discrete variable representation
(DVR), provides a very efficient and easy-to-use L 2 basis
for the S-matrix version of the Kohn method for quantum
reactive scattering. This is the first DVR scheme that has
proved practical for reactive scattering calculations. An important conclusion from these test calculations is that the
number of grid points required for a comparable degree of
con~ergence is only 10%-20% more than the number of
conventional basis functions (e.g., channel eigenfunctions
X distributed Gaussians) used in previous S-matrix Kohn
calculations. SIal-SIc) This is extremely encouraging with regard to the possibility of carrying out such calculations for
more complex systems because a DVR avoids integral evaluation in order to obtain the Hamiltonian matrix and also
because the Hamiltonian matrix is extremely sparse. II Quasiadiabatic,'I(a).9(b) or other contraction schemes used with
conventional basis functions can also be employed in an
identical fashion with this DVR.
The particular DVR we have devised is extremely simple and has a universal character. The Hamiltonian matrix,
and all aspects of the calculations, involve only the grid
points themselves with no explicit reference to an underlying
basis from which the DVR comes. It is clear that this particular DVR can also be used readily for eigenvalue problems
as well as the present S-matrix Kohn scattering calculations.
For both applications in Sec. IV, the DVR was laid
down in the rectilinear normal coordinates of the transition
state. It is perhaps not surprising that this set of coordinates
works well for the CI + HCI reaction because for this heavy
+ light-heavy case, these coordinates are very close to the
reactant and product Jacobi coordinates (and also to hyperspherical coordinates). It was not so obvious that these coordinates would work so well for H + H2 because they differ
substantially from the reactant and product coordinates in
the asymptotic regions (see Fig. 3). It is gratifying to see that
in fact they do work quite well also for the H + H2 reaction.
This supports our current thinking that it really does not
matter much which coordinates one uses to lay down the
grid, provided that it covers the space; the energy cut-off
criterion [e.g., Eq. (2.8)] then adapts the grid to the shape
of the potential energy surface for the specific system being
treated. This will be particularly important for complex systems, where it would be very difficult to guess the "best"
coordinate system intuitively. The conclusion from the present work is that one puts the grid down in the simplest coordinates possible-so that the kinetic energy matrix is simple and sparse-and the energy cut-off criterion then adapts
it to the shape of the given potential energy surface.
The convergence tests for both the harmonic oscillator
of Sec. II B and the two reactions in Sec. IV all suggest that
reasonable accuracy is obtained with - four to five grid
points per de Broglie wavelength. This thus provides a universal rule of thumb for estimating the grid spacing, the primary parameter that specifies this DVR.
Further applications are of course necessary to see if all

of these potential advantages will in fact be realized.

APPENDIX A: A SIMPLE GENERIC DVR

Consider a one-dimensional quantum system with coordinate x restricted to the interval (a,b). The kinetic energy
operator is
,,2 d 2
T= - - -2
(AI)
2m dx
and we consider first the case that the wave functions vanish
at the endpoints a and b. The grid {Xi} for the DVR is equally spaced
xi=a+(b-a)i/N,

(A2)

i=l, ... ,N-l

and the associated functions for a uniform grid are Fourier
functions (i.e., particle-in-a-box eigenfunctions)
¢n (x) =

(_2_)ll2
sin [ntr(x b-a
b-a

a)],

n = 1, ... ,N - 1.

(A3)

Note that ¢n (xo =.a) = ¢n (x N =.b) = 0; there are thus
N - 1 functions and N - 1 points.
The DVR, or grid point representation of the kinetic
energy is then given by
,,2

Tii'

= -

N-I

2m Ax n~1 ¢n(X;)¢~(X;,),

(A4)

where ax = (b - a)/N is the grid spacing. With the above
definitions, this becomes

2 ( 1T )2

I 2' (n1Ti) sm. (n1Til)
-- .

T .., -_ - /1 - - - 2 N~
£.. n sm II
2m b - aNn = 1
N

(A5)

N
The calculation is tedious, but the sum over n can be evaluated analytically.20 One obtains

,,2

(_l)i-;'~{

TW=2m (b-a)2

- sin 2 [

2

1

sin [1T(i-i')/2N]
2

1T(i ~ i')/2N] }

(A6a)

for i =f. i' and
T.
II

=~

1
~ [(2N 2 + 1)/3 _ 2 1
].
2m (b _ a)2 2
sin (1Ti/N)
(A6b)

We now consider several specific cases.
1. (- 00,(0) interval

In this case, a ..... -

00,

b ..... 00, so a finite grid spacing

ax = (b - a)/N requires that N ..... 00 also. With {xJ defined as in Eg. (A2), one also has i
finite. Equation (A6) thus becomes

+ i' ..... 00,

2
{~/3'2
T.. =_"_(_1);-;'
2
2max
i')2 '
II'

(i _

I

.

but i - i' is

=I

i=f.i'

"} ,

(A7)

and the grid is now specified more conveniently as x; = iax,
i = 0, ± 1, ± 2, ....
2. (0,00) interval

This is appropriate for a radial coordinate r. In this case,
a = 0, b..... 00 and also N ..... 00, so that the grid spacing
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ar = (b - a) / N is finite. In this case, both i + i' and i - i'
are finite and Eq. (A6) becomes
T ..,=~(_l)i-i'

2mar

II

ffl/3 - 1/2i2,
2
2

i = i'}
i=l=i' ,

{ U _ i,)2 - U + i,)2

(AS)
with

which is the same as that given by Meyer.2!
Finally, we note that even though we have emphasized
in the paper that Eq. (A7), e.g., has a universal character,
being independent of my specific underlying set of basis
functions, it is nevertheless possible to determine what set of
basis functions corresponds to this infinite uniform grid.
Thus, if Ix;) is the Dirac state for grid point i of the DVR [cf.
Eq. (A2)], then the wave function for this state is

r i = iar, i = I, ....

N-l

Note that the matrix element vanishes if i or i'
origin r = 0 itself is not a point in the grid.

0, i.e., the

=

This is the case of a polar coordinate e, for which the
functions also vanish at the endpoints. In this case, N is finite
for a finite grid spacing. Since a = 0 and b = 1T, Eq. (A6)
reads

-

I

(_1)i-i' {

fz2

sin 2[ 1TU - i')/2N]

2
sin 2[1TU

~ i')/2N]}

(A9a)

~~ [(2N 2 + 1)/3 _
2m 2

Sin

2

1

(1Ti/N)

],

(A9b)

with

e; = i1T/N,

i

=

1, ... ,N - 1.

Here the matrix element vanishes if i or i' = 0 or N; i.e., the
points e = 0 and 1T are not points in the grid.
4. (0,2'11') interval

This is the case of an azimuthal coordinate ¢J and the
boundary conditions in this case are that the wave function is
periodic. This case has been treated by Meyer2! some time
ago, but for completeness we show briefly how the present
methodology applies to it. The appropriate basis functions
are
e;nq,

<I> n (¢J)

=-

fiii

, n = 0, ±

1,

± 2, ± N

=i

i = 1, ... ,2N + 1.

21T
,
2N+ 1

[n1T(X-a)]. [n1T(X;-a)]
(xx;
£., sm
sm
.
I) = -2 - N~l.
b-a n=l

b-a

b-a

(AI4)
This sum can, as before, be evaluated analytically, and when
one takes the limit (b - a) -+ co, N-+ 00, (b - a)/N = ax,
the result is
(AI5)

This wave function has the properties that it is 1/ax for
x = x; and zero for x = xi" i' =1= i and has the limit 8(x - Xi)
as ax-+o. Furthermore, precisely this same result [Eq.
(A 15) ] is obtained from the infinite order Lagrangian interpolation polynomials utilized in Appendix B. That is Eq.
(A 15) does not rely on the fact that we utilized a finite Fourier basis and then took the infinite limit in order to derive it;
it is a general result independent of the basis used. Equation
(AI5) thus makes it possible to have a complete wave function from a DVR calculation, so that one can obtain values of
the wave function at coordinates other than at the DVR grid
points.

APPENDIX B: INFINITE ORDER FINITE DIFFERENCE

The (2N + I )-order Lagrangian interpolation formula
for a function/(x) is 22
N

lex)

(AlOa)

and the 2N + 1 distinct grid points are
¢Ji

(Al3)

¢In (x)¢Jn (x)

(xix;) =sin[1T(x-x;)/ax]/[1T(x-x i )].

for i =1= i', and
Tii =

I

n=l

for the finite Fourier expansion ofEqs. (A2)-(A3), or more
specifically,

3. (0,'11') interval

T u' = 2m

(xix;) =

(AlOb)

The matrix of the kinetic energy operator in the DVR is thus

= k=~N/k

N, (X -XI)
IJ!N Xk -XI'

(Bl)

where/k = /(x k ) and where the prime on the product means
that the factor I = k is omitted. We consider the case of
equally spaced grid points

xk

= kax,

k = 0,

±

1, ... , ± N,

(B2)

and a calculation similar to that above gives

and wish to evaluate the second derivative of lex) at the
central grid pointxo = 0, i.e.,J" (0).
Differentiating Eq. (BI) twice and setting x = 0 [and
utilizing the fact that the grid points are given by Eq. (B4)]
gives

T., =~

/

(All)

1/

2m

(- 1);-i'
N(N + I)

3

'

X { cos [ 1T(i - i')/2N + I]
2 sin 2[1T(i - i')/2N + I]

i=

i'}

i=l=i'

"(0) =

l[ 2/0 I

ax

I

'2- I ifk +/-k)-2
1= 1 I
k= 1
k
NI

--2

N

(B3)
(AI2)
'

N = I and 2, e.g., give the three- and five-point results, respectively,
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1"(0)

~

-

~2

[210 - (f; +1-1)]

and

1

H

I [5
(O)~- 111
"2 1o
2

4
1 <h+I-z)'
]
-3(f;+I-I)+
12

In the limit N -+ 00, one has
.
N1
001
ff2
11m '" - = '" - = N-", I~I /2
I~I /2
6'
•
hm
N-

00

f2

N,

III

[2 - k

(B4a)

. (1 -X2)
=hm
- - 1TX
-k

x- k

2

=

2

sin 1TX

-2(-1)k,

(B4b)

so that the infinite order result is

1"(0) = -

AI_2 [1off2/3
.:..LA

+

f

k= I

(fk

+I-k)

2(

-21)k].
k
(B5)

The coefficients in Eq. (B5) are compared in Table I with
several low order finite difference coefficients to indicate the
nature of the convergence to the infinite order limit.
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